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Two students testify at fee hearing
transfer of student fees from
campus
improvement
projects to academic
support
appears to violate the intent
of the Idaho constitution,
By Matt Neznanskl
which forbids state instituThe Arbiter
tions from charging
tuition
to Idaho residents.
'
The
BSU
Executive
Schmidt said the matricuBudget
Committee
heard
lation fee does not directly
testimony
Wednesday
include
faculty
support.
regarding
the proposed
12 Instead, it is a shift of revpercent increase in student
enues from student support
matriculation
fees for the
to academic support.
2002-2003
academic
year,
"I don't know if it is necincluding remarks from two
essarily crooked, we are well
students.
within the strict guidelines
The increase will amount
the legislature
has passed,"
to $159.75 for full-time stusaid Schmidt.
dents and $13.75 per credit
He also said in the 26
hour for part-time students.
years BSU has been charging
Schmidt, director of instistudent fees, there has been
tutional
research,
said the
no challenge to its legality.
administration
will also be
Vice President of Finance
suspending
and redirecting
and Administration
Buster
the SUB expansion
fee into
Neel said BSU is following
support
of academic
prothe
constitutional
guidegrams
lines.
Schmidt said the increase
"We do abide by the law,
wil\ generate the majority of
and everything
we are doing
lost revenue from the legisis above board," he said.
lature's
$9.3 mil\ion reducASBSU
President
Nate
tion.
Peterson said the burden of
"With no fee increase we
carrying
the
institution
will lose 50 faculty positions
through
tough times is not
and 1000 students,"
Schmidt
being shared equally.
said.
"100 percent of students
Even with a 12 percent
will incur an increased
burrise, Schmidt said 23 posiden while 100 percent
of
tions, including some faculemployees will not," he said.
ty, wil\ have to go.
Peterson said the distribuSenior Jason Lang said the
see FEESpage 3

Committee also
asked to raise
room and board

Photo byTed Hannon. The Arbiter.

Despite concern over fee Increases only two students spoke Wednesday at the Executive Budget Committee.

Bleymaier fires Jensen, Idaho artists selected for
WOOlen's History exhibit
women's coach quits
By Amy Wegner

Rod Jensen
Men's basketball coach
Bronco Sports
Information
Athletic
Director
Gene
Bleymaier
has announced
changes in both the men and
women's
basketball
programs. Rod Jensen has been
removed as head men's basketball coach, while Trisha
Stevens
resigned
as head
women's basketball coach.
Jensen, who has one year
remaining
on his contract,
was removed after posting a
13-17 record and a seventhplace finish in the Western
Athletic Conference this sea'son. The Broncos
season
came to an end Thursday
night at the hands of Tulsa in
the quarterfinals
of the WAC
Tournament.
" During
his
seven-year

career as head coach at Boise
State, Jensen compiled a 10993 record but saw his team
finish with Ie sing records
during two of the last three
seasons. Jensen's
best year
came during the 1998-99 season when he led the Broncos
to a 21-8 record, a Bi~ West
Eastern
DIvision
Championship,
and a runner-up finish In the Big West
Conference Tournament.
Jensen was the fifth basketball coach in Boise State's
34 years as a four-year institution
and the 16th head
coach
since
the school's
founding
in 1932. Jensen
spent 12 years as an assistant
coach at Boise State before
being
named
to replace
Bobby Dye on August
17,
1995, as head coach. jensen's
109 victories rank second in
Boise State history.
"I commend
Rod on his
loyalty and commitment
to
Boise State over the last 19
years," Bleymaier
said. "In
the best interest of the program I believe a change is
warranted."
Stevens
served
as
women's basketball coach for
six years during which time
she compiled a '77-93 record.
During her six-year tenure at
Boise State she posted one
winning season, four losing
seasons and one 14-14 season.
This year Stevens and the
Broncos finished with a 10-20
record and an eighth-place
finish in the Western Athletic

Conference. The women won
their conference tournament
opener
in overtime
over
Fresno State before losing to
Louisiana
Tech Wednesday
night in the quarterfinals,
of
the WAC Tournament.
Stevens became the fourth
head
women's
basketball
coach at Boise State on May
10, 1996, succeeding
June
Daugherty.
The 1997-98 season, her second
as head
coach, was her most successful. Stevens led the Broncos
to a 19-11 finish, a Bi~ West
Eastern
DIvision
Championship,
and a WNIT
first-round appearance.
Before moving
into her
head
coaching
duties,
Stevens served the Broncos
as an assistant coach for three
years.
"I know that this is the
best decision for myself and
my family and also for the
future of the Boise State program,"
Stevens
stated.
"I
thank
the University
and
Gene
Bleymaier
for
the
opportunity
to coach here. I
have
no doubt
that
the
returning players and incoming freshmen will have great
success in the- future."
"I appreciate
the hard
work and effort that Trisha
has
given
Boise
State,"
Bleymaier added. A search to
replace
both Stevens
and
Jensen will begin immediately.
' :
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Women across the country were encouraged
to submit original works of art in any medium
for display in the juried art exhibit in honor of
Women's History Month.
This is no ordinary exhibit, it is an art show
only for women artists, and is juried, meaning
the jurors who judged the work did not know
the artist's name or location.
Despite this blind judging, out of between
300-400 entries, four Idaho women were selected to exhibit their work in the SUB from March
1-22.
Over 30 pieces will be displayed in the art
gallery upstairs in the Student Union.
Melissa Wintrow, Women's Center coordinator said, "The juried exhibition was opened
up nationwide this year, 106 artists entered.
The jury was unbiased, but still four Idaho
women were selected."
One of the artists selected is BSU graduate
student, Jaimy Stokes, who had three of her
pieces selected.
Other Idaho artists selected are Andrea
Sparrow, from Boise; and two Hailey residents,
Kitrina Marcroft and Jennifer Galpin-Mikesh.

,,ASBSU Senate Roundup
By

Andv Benson

The Arbiter
'; The ASBSU Senate introduced a bill Thursday
that
would raise the level of matching funds for student clubs to
$3,000
from
$2,500,
and
approved
a resolution
condemning
the
plus/minus
grading system proposed by
the faculty senate.
i The grading resolution calls
lor the faculty senate to recon:Sider supporting
the old Ajhrough-F system currently in

use.
.' Nate Peterson
asked the
Senate to approve $1,000 to
[ease six laptops for student
jise in the SUB during finals
week
The Senate agreed and the
funds will be drawn from

A coalition
of Christian
ASBSU accounts.
clubs on campus is bringing an
The Bookstore
Advisory
anti-abortion
exhibit to camBoard announced it is decidpus early next month.
ing
how
to
spend
the
The exhibit consists of 12
Bookstore's net profit and will
panels measuring 4 by 6 feet "Naked and SmlUng #2" by Laara Cassells.
consider input from students.
and portrays graphic images
The Advisory Board meets
of fetuses next to pictures of
March 12 at 3:00 p.m.
the holocaust arid lynching.
The
Parking
Advisory
The signs will be set up in '
Board is considering
raising
parking fees significantly. In the Quad.
, Peterson asked the senate to
some instances, such as fines
inform
themselves'
on the
for blocking vehicles or parknature of the exhibit and detering in a fire lane, ticket fees
mine ASBSU's position on the
will raise from $10 to $50.
event
The board is also considerThe Senate also received a
ing raising the price of parking
briefing
from
Fine
Host
meters from 50 cents per hour
Director
Brian Smith who
to either 75 cents' or $1 per
detailed the renewal process
hour.
, Students are encouraged to for Fine Host's contract and
provide
input at the next . answered questions regarding
the £~od service provider's
Parking Advisory Board meetoperations.
ing April S,

The exhibit was opened to all women artists,
working in any medium.
The Best of Show award of $150, First
Runner-up of $100, and Second Runner-Up
award of $50 wi1l be announced at the opening
reception, March 8, from 5:30-7:00 p.m. in the
Student Union Gallery.
The Jurors of the Art Exhibit are Alma
Gomez, Diane Ronayne, and Heather Ferrell.
Gomez is an art professor at BSU",She has
earned her Masters of Fine Arts and has
received many art awards, including one from
famous art critic Lucy Lippard. Her work has
been shown across the country.
Diane Ronayne teaches photography
and
writing, and is listed in the Idaho Commission
on the Arts.
Ronayne is currently the Boise City Arts
Commissioner
and co-chair of the BCAC
Cultural District Committee.
She is also a founding member of the Log
Cabin Literary Center as well as the Idaho
Photographic Workshop.
Heather Ferrell works at the Boise Art
Museum as the Associate Curator of Art.
She received her Master of Arts in Art
History
and Museum
Studies from Case
Western Reserve University in 1997.
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First Nations conference to focus on tribal issues'
1M; Matt

Neznanskl

e Arbiter

This month
Boise State
will host the third biennial
First Nations
Conference,
titled "Indigenous
Visions:
Honoring
Traditions/
Creating
Futures."
The conference
will be
held
in the Boise
State
University
Student
Union
Building March 14-17.
The conference
at Boise
State will focus on issues of
indigenous
communities
in
Idaho, the Northwest, and of
all Native American people
living in the United States
and Canada.
"The forum is not strictly
academic,"
said
co-chair
Larry
McNeil, BSU Art
Professor. "It is meant to also
be community based."
The
presentations
and
workshops
will cover issues
of health and medical care,
education,

1B

in the National Museum of
and state organizations
that
affect relations.
with and . the American Indian in New
York City.
'
amon~ native peoples, said
Stevens' installation in the
McNeil.
Reservation
X
exhibit
The conference
will also
focused on education among
feature a Pow Wow, orgaindigenous
people, and feanized
by the Boise State
tured
schoolroom
settings
Inter-Tribal
Native Council,
with recorded voices telling
a student
organization
on
stories that emanated
from
campus.
the walls.
The Pow-Wow will begin
"I want to build a contrast
at noon on Saturday
and
Sunday March 16 and 17 in between the stories of people
and going to BIA (Bureau of
the SUB Jordan Ballroom.
Indian Affairs) schools - how
Keynote
speakers
will
they feel about education
include Sherman Alexie and
today and what's being lost,"
Joy Harjo, and the Boise Art
said
Stevens
on
the
Museum
will
collaborate
Reservation X web site.
with the conference to preAlexie is a Spokane Coeur
sent a' showing of C. Maxx
d' Alene
Indian
from
Stevens.
Wellpinit,
Washington,
.Stevens
is
a
Native
located
on the
Spokane
American artist who recently
Indian reservation.
participated
in the exhibition
He was described as "one
Reservation
X, the Power of
of the major lyric voices of
Place
in
Aboriginal
our time" by the New York
Contemporary
Art.
The exhibit originated
in Times Book Review, and is
an award
winnin~
poet,
the Canadian
Museum
of
author and screenwriter.
Civilization
and was shown

sovereignty / nationhood
and
environmental
concerns, said
the First Nations web site.
McNeil said one of the
issues to be discussed at the
conference
is the lack of
Native American students on
campus.
"Take a look around BSU.
It's not very diverse,"
said
McNeil.
"Where
are the
native students
going after
high school? What can we do
to make it more diverse."
By having the conference
at BSU, orj1;anizers hope to
create a Wide forum in the
community
and
spread
information, he said.
Gretchen
Cotrell, Boise
State associate Jrofessor
of
social work an
conference
co-chair said, "We want to
share
native
experiences
with the non-native community. ,we want people from
all walks of life to experience
the conference."
They hope to spur interest
among the media and tribal

mt~Jk~ it

dent !D.
Each of the main keynote
addresses is free to the public, but there is a registration
fee to attend the workshops:
$30 general,
$10 for BOise
State faculty and staff, and
free to seniors over 65.
The Pow Wow is free to
all.

In 200'0, Alexie became the
first poet to win the World
Heavyweight
Championship
Poetry
Bout at the Taos
Poetry Circus for three consecutive years.
Alexie is also the screenwriter of "Smoke Signals",
which
won the Audience
Award and Filmmakers
trophy at the' Sundance
Film
Festival, based on his collection of short stories, "The
Lone
Ranger
and
Tonto
Fistfight in Heaven."
An author,
poet,
and
musician,
joy Harjo
has
received
the
Lifetime
Achievement
Award
from
the Native Writers Circle of
the Americas.
In 1998, Harjo received a
Lila Wallace-Reader's
Digest
Award to work with the nonprofit group Atlatl to bring
literacy
resources
to the
American Indian community.
The conference is free to
Boise State students with stu-

"

i

!i'•.1"·

I

11·1'it.
Ii!

Hear Sherman Alexle speak at
the First Nations Conference
this weekend.
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the second annual Island
Rhythms Festivalfrom 7-9p.m,
16th annual climbing competition Saturday, March 23, in the Boise.
at BoiseSlale March 16
Stale University Student Union
JordanBallroom
TIle Boise State University
The dinner and dance festivalis
Outdoor Center will host "Buck sponsored by Boise State Island
Off," the largest climbing competi- Rhythms club, a group of students
tion in the Treasure Valley from 9 from the Micronesian Islands.
am-4 pm. Saturday,Mard116at the Tickets for the festival go on sale
, Boise State Climbing Gym
March4 at Select-a-Seat
(KinesiologyBuilding,Room Gl23).
New to this year's festival is a
"TIle competition is a great booth with items from Micronesia.
chance to evaluate your own skill
TIlebooth, locatedoutside of the
level meet other climbersand devel- Jordan Ballroom,wiIl open at 6 pm.
op better skills,"said Tom Spearin,
and admission is free.Items for sale
Boise State student and first-time will includebasketshandmade with
competitor at last year's event Last coconut leaves, woven bird decorayear over 60 ~ple participated, tionsand other artifacts.
ranging in ability from beginner to
The Island Rhythms dancers will
advanced.
demonstrate historical dances such
Climberswillbejudgcd ons~
as their ancestral stick dance and
and the number ofcompleted dirnbs
dances influenced by Spain'sreignof
on both bouldering and vertical the Islands.·
routes. Climbers of all abilitiesand
This festivalis an opportunity to
ages are encouraged to compete in learn about cultures of the
.tlieevent
Micronesian Pacific Islanders and
Pre-registration before Mardi 15 their lifestyles. Micronesia is the
is$20;on-siteregistrationis$25. Each group of many small islands located
participant will receivea T-shirtand south of Japan and east of the
raffle ticket For more information Philippines,but not a part of either
about the competition,call426-1946 country,
.
In the northern region,Northern
Island rhythms. festival features Mariana Islands is a commonwealth
Micronesian food and culture
and U5. territory.
Tickets,availablethrough SelectEnjoyautheriti~Micronesianculi- a-Seat, are $12 for adults, $7 for
nary delicaciesand music and daneseniors and chi\drenages 3-12,$5 for

dren 2 and under.
Tickets may be purchased at
Select-a-Seat outlets, online at
www.idahotickcts.comor by calling
426-1494or 426-1766
Boise Slale awards recognize secvice, scholarship and leadership
Three BoiseState Universitystudents received awards for outstanding leadershipand serviceat the university'sLeadershipQuest luncheon
on March 1.
President Charles Ruch presented the President's Award to Sara
Heavin, a French and psychology
major from Boise.
TIleaward is given annually to a
graduating senior who has contributed to the generalwelfare ofthe'
universitythrough outstanding leadership and service without regard for
recognitionbut only for the worthiness of the causesor events at hand.
ArnongHeavin's many contributions, she servesas president ofboth
the psychology honor society, Psi
Chi, and the Residence Hall Council
haschairedtheSludentUnionBoard
of Governorssince 2lXXl,and was the
founding vice president of the
National Society of Collegiate
Scholars.
Heavin has been on the dean's
listevery semester,receivedscholarships frOm the psydlOlogy departmentandmodemlanguagesdepart-

tant and a teaching assistant in the
psychologydepartment
"Witllout hesitation, Sara is one
of the best students, if not the
absolutebest student, Ihave encountered in my 2D year:; of teadung and
research," said psychology prolessor
RobTurrisi.
Leah Barrett, Directorof Student
Union and Activities,presented the
Director's Award to Francisco
Pedraza, a political science major
from Boise.
This award is presented annually
to a graduating senior who has
demonstrated outstanding leadership, commitment and service
toward the betterment of student
organizations,student activitiesand
student programs at the university.
Pedraza 'has contributed to student life as an ASBSUsenator, COOl'dinator of the 2lXXlHuman Rights
March for the Martin Luther KingJr.
Celebration,as former president of
the Organizaci6n de Estudiantes
Latino-Americanos,as a member of
the Student Union Board of
Governorsand a residence hall assistant,

He has maintained a high gradepoint average and is a member of Pi
Sigma Alpha, the political science
honor SOCIety and a recipient of a
Hewlett Packard sdloIarslUp.
Vire Presidentof Student Affairs
Peg Blake presented the Larry G.
SeIland Leadership Award to Judy
Torres,a sophomore from Boise.
This award is presentedannually
to a freshman or sophomore who IS
actively involved in student life at
BoiseSlate.
Torres, 18,is the president of the
Island Rh~
Quo, a group ofstudents from the MicronesianIslands.
Last year she was the club's secretary. For the 2002 Martin Luther
King Jr. Human Rights Celebration,
Torres coordinated the children's
essay contest

MARCHU
Bronco
gymnastics
vs.
Brigham Young University,
The Pavilion. 7 p.m. Call 426
4737.
"Women's
Rights
Movements," brown bag lecture, Student Union Barnwell
Room.
,12:15-1:30
p.m.
Presented by the Women's
Center and Women's Studies
program. Free. Call 4264259.
"All That Jazz," Chuck
Smith,
Esther
Simplot
Performing
Arts Academy,
516 S. 9th St. 6:30 8:30 p.m.
Renaissance Institute seminar
series; $40 for four-session
series plus membership fee.
Call 426-1709.
ASBSU
Faculty
Recognition Dinner, Jordan
Ballroom. 7-10 p.m. Presented
by ASBSU. Tickets: TBA. Call
426-1440.
MARCH 12
Student
Roundtable
on
Campus Oimate for Women
at Boise State, Student Union
Farnsworth
Room.
Noon.
Presented by the Women's
Center. Free. Call 426 4259.

"A Clockwork. Orange,"
Special Events Center. 7 p.m.
Presented
by Boise State
Student
Programs
Board.
Admission: $1 general, free to
Boise State students. Call 4261223.
"Jerusalem: City of Peace,"
Boise State Choir Concert, St.
John's Cathedral, 804 N. 9th,
7:30 p.m. Presented by Boise
State
music
department.
Donations wil be given to the
World Conference on Peace
and Religion. Call 426-3980.
Tuba
Ensemble
and
Trombone
Choir
concert,
Morrison Center Recital Hall.
7:30 p.m. Presented by Boise
State
music
department.
Tickets: $5 general, $3 for
seniors and free to all students
and Boise State faculty and
staff. Call 426-3980.
MARCH 13
Forgotten
Faces:
Perspectives
on
Homelessness, Student Union
Jordan
Ballroom.
6 p.m.
Presented
by Boise State
Volunteer Services Board and
Student
Programs
Board.
Admission: $3. Call 426-1223.
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The University of Wa.hlngton offers nearty 2,000 course. In
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between to captivate your mind.
SummerQuarter courses ere open
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is no summer enrollment limit, so
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applicants..
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courses In h~if the time during .
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FEES
frompafJe 1
tion is not equal unless benefits or salaries are reduced
for BSU employees.
Committee member and
political science professor
Patricia Fredericksen said
Peterson wants sacrifices
from every employee on
campus.
"You want me to subsidize your education beyond
what I already do as a taxpayer," she said.
Fredericksen
said
Peterson's proposal means
faculty would have to support in addition to the ten
extra hours they already
.spend grading or taking students to conferences.
Daryl Jones, BSU provost,
said the university's plan to
reduce the summer schedule
to four days and close down
over the holiday break will
force some employees to
sacrifice by taking involuntary leave.
Kenny Wiscombe, classified staff representative to
the committee, said students
have missed opportunities
to be heard.
He accused ASBSU of not
being present in committee
meetings they should have
attended.
"When we had our
closed-door meeting, there
was no student representative at it," he said.
Peterson said he was
attending a debate tournament and Vice President
Kara Janney was sick that
day.
.
"Besides, nobody listens
to us on that committee,"
Peterson said.
He said students often

Studentfee data Ismade up ofthe matriculation fee, facilitiesfee, and activity fees until 1995,
when a technology fee was added to the cycle.
feel "outgunned"
when
meeting with a roomful of
administrators,
and are
intimidated by a feeling of
uselessness.
BSU alumnus Glen Miles
said BSU should be taking
cues from its competition.
He said the College of
Southern Idaho, Northwest
Nazarene
University,
Albertson's
College and
Idaho State University have
all decided to match the
state's contribution to the
Promise Scholarship
for
freshmen and sophomores.
"We need more independent investigation and need
to look at the student and
the little guy," he said.
Lang said the need to
raise student fees seems justified, but increasing costs
have limited his ability to
perform well in classes.
He said his grades
dropped when he had to get
a job and work late to pay
for school.
"I'm tired of the administration saying they hear my
concerns and then turning
around and calling them
unfeasible," Lang said.
Committee members also
heard
from
Housing
Coordinator John Ringle,'
who proposed an increase of
B percent to room and board
costs for next year.
The rent increase would
affect students living in residence halls and universityowned apartments.
Ringle said his department needs more money to
offset rising costs for food
service, utilities, and to
make up for the demolition

of the University Courts
apartments this summer.
Student housing operates
independently of the university and receives no funding
from the state or BSU.
The demolished apartments will not be making
money until the new units
are completed in July 2004.
Erin Lowe, residence hall
association president, said
her organization approved
the increases after talking to
representatives from each
hall.
She said students need
better facilities, and if the
university wants to encourage growth, it needs to
build.
.
Ringle said the housing
department scheduled two
meetings on Feb. 26 and 27
to hear student opinion.
"We scheduled them on
two days at different times
to accommodate
student
schedules. A total of seven
residents came to the meetings," Ringle said.
Miles said before students can identify with the
university as a whole, they
must belong to a smaller
part of the school.
He indicated the 20 percent rate of students returning to live in residence halls
shows failure on the part of
the university to connect
with students.
"People return 20, 30, 50
years later based on their
warm, or not-so-warm feelings of residence hall experiences," Miles said.
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Afghani bombing victims ignored
The
U.S.
war
in
Afghanistan and its support
for the atrocities being committed by the State of Israel,
must stop immediately.
Initially,
the
supposed goal of ,...-------,
Bush's war was to
bring the perpetrators of Sept. 11
to justice. That
plan
quickly
changed
into
eliminating
the
Taliban,
something not outlined
in our original
task. Finally, with
Bush's State of the
Union
address,
the war expanded
to cover the entin
globe-it is now a fullon attack against every nation
or group that opposes the U.S.
in any way.
At home, groups that
protested against capitalist
exploitation have been labeled
"terrorist." Habeas corpus.

was suspended as people of
Arabic decent were imp'risoned without charges, bad, or
contact with the outside
world; and our Attorney
General labeled anyone
who
attempted
to
understand tills tragedy
outside the official U.S
government party-line
as an aide and abettor of
terrorism. The terms are
absolute.
In the words of the
President, either you are
"with us or
against us."
There is no
room for reason, no room
to challenge
the dictatorial authority of
the executive branch. The
media has bolstered the jingoistic fervor by comphantly
obeying the charge of the u.s.
government not to offer any
critical coverage. Civilian
casualties and the massive

humanitarian crisis of starvation being played out in
Afghanistan thanks to U.S.
bombing are defined as nonnews issues.
In an effort to curb this
massive silence, I would like
to print here some accounts of
Afghani individuals whose
lives have been ravished by
U.S. military actions in their
country. Their deaths have
served no cause. They were
not terrorists, they did not
support terrorists. They were
farmers, workers; innocent
families living their lives in an
impoverished nation.
Appropriately,
we have
heard and read the stories of
U.S. victims of Sept. 11; let us
now listen to the stories of the
Af9,hani victims.
'In one bed lay Noor
Mohammad, 10, who was a
bundle of bandages. He lost
his eyes and hands to the
bomb that hit his house after
Sunday
dinner.
Hospital
director Guloja Shimwari

shook his head at the boy's away. Some of the other bodwounds. 'The United States ies were unrecognizable.
must be thinking he is There were heads missing and
Osama,' Shimwari said. 'If he arms blown off....' The roll call
is not Osama, then why would of the dead read like an invitation list to a family wedding:
thex, do this?'"
'Muhibullah, 40, led the his mother-in-law, two sistersway through his yard and in-law, three brothers-in-law,
and four of his sister's five
showed three unexploded
cluster bombs he is afraid to young children, two girls and
touch. A fourth was not a dud. two boys, all under the age of
.
It landed near his porch. 'My eight."
"The hospital's morgue
son was sitting there ...the
metal went inside him: The received 17 bodies last weekboy, Zumarai, 5, is in a hospi- end, and officials here estital in Kunduz, with wounds to mate at least 89 civilians were
leg and abdomen. His sister, killed in several villages. In
Sharpari, 10, was killed. 'The the hospital yesterday, a
United States killed my bomb's damage could be
daughter and injured
son,' chronicled in the life of one
Mr. Muhibullah said. Six of family. A bomb had killed the
cows were destroyed and father, Faisal Karim. In one
al of my wheat and rice was bed was' his wife, Mustafa
burned. I am ver;,: angry. I [ama, who had severe head
injuries.... Around her, six of
miss my daughter. "
'1 saw the body of one of her children were in banOne
of them,
my brothers-in-law
beinq dages....
Zahidullah, 8, lay in a coma."
pulled from the debris,
In all, the number of those
Mauroof said. 'The lower part
of his body had been blown killed in Afghanistan is esti-

mx

mr

mated to be equal to or greater
than the number killed in the
World Trade Center atrocity.
Those who will die in the
. future as a result of our bombing are yet to be determined.
There will be many who •
starve this year because of the
interruption of food aid. More
will die next year because
their crops, livestock, and
homes have been destroyed
by U.S. bombs. These clips
have been hidden from the
public because they are dangerous they threaten the legitimacy of our government's
chosen path. Bush's wars are
an outrage; they're illegal and '
immoraf "We the people"
must not support the murder
of more innocents.
[These quotes were compiled by Howard Zinn in an
article "The Others" in the
Feb. 11, 2002 issue of The
Nation.]
I

History proves Republicans not so racist

Do you think the sentencing of Ryan
Dinwiddie had anything to do with the status of him being a BSUfootball player?

"I would say yes, it probably had an influence, probaNy not overtly, bllt you
can't escape ti,e fact thnt
his is the star quarterhack."

Brian Cawrse - junior

"By far he got off easy,
anybody else in those
shoes would be in jail."

I am getting pretty tired of
leftists calling conservatives and
republicans racist. While it is
easy to label a group or individual with this derogatory word,
it is much harder to cite exampies.
.
Despite what my critics say;
race was a factor in the drafting
of the Constitution. Many leftists point out to the ,.....
three-fifths clause
as evidence. This
clause states that
slaves (nearly all of
them black) would
be counted as threefifths of a person in
deciding population for a state. This
clause is not so
much racist as it (~
was a political blunder, and here's why.
Southern slave
owners did not wan
to grant slaves the
right to vote, yet they wanted
them counted in the population.
This was an attempt to stack
Congress with southerners.
Nothemers had a problem with
this. They contended that ALL
men are created equal, so slaves
should have the right to vote
and should be counted in the
census.
To try and force their will on
the south, the north came up
with what they thought was a
brilliant argument. "I(the slaves

are to be counted in the census

and thus represented
in
Congress, they deserve the right
to vote. Now, if you southerners
do not wish to give slaves the
right to vote, then they should
not be counted in the census:'
This sparked a debate that
almost
broke
up
the
Constitutional convention. In
..., order to preserve
the Union, a compromise had to be
made. This is how
we got the threefifths
compromise. The North
was not racist in
this compromise;
thev just perormed the
lrst political blunIer. They
;h 0 u Id
lave tried
0 the
r
means. Instead, they decided to
. move forward and let posterity
fix their mistakes (which they
did).
Again, at least as far as my
history book reads, the south
became dominated by democrats and the north by republicans. The Civil War was fought
and won by the north. President
Lincoln, a fine republican, freed
the slaves and brought the
country together. For many
years after that, republicans

could always depend on the
black vote.
So here is the first case of
democrats being racist. It was
southern democrats who wanted to keep slavery; it was a
republican who Said that slavery was unacceptable.
Southern
democrats
remained in power in the south
for many years after that, promoting such intolerable ideas
such as segregation. This all
changed in 1964,with the passa~e of the Civil Rights Act. To
this day, Democrats hail this as
landmark legislation that finally
brought true equality to all
races. As some of you might
know, Barry Goldwater, a conservative, voted against the
Civil Ri&htsAct of 1964and has
been pamtedas a racist by the
left ever since. On the other
hand, ex-V.P. Algore said in a
speech to the NAACP that his
father lost his Senate seat
because of his support for civil
rights.
Ah, now for the period of
enlightenment. Algore, Sr.
probab did in fact lose his seat
civil ri ts issues. But it probably ha more to do with the fact
that he staged a 74-day filibuster
to STOP the Civil Rights Act.In
fact, it was the republicans who
passed this landmark legislation
that gives equality to all
Americans.
The official congressional

t

record shows that 61 percent of
House Democrats voted for the
Act (152 for, 96 against), while
80 percent of republicans voted
for it (138 for, 38 against). The
same was true in the Senate,
where 69 percent of the democrats voting for it while 82 percent of the Republicans did. All
southern democrats voted
against the bill. In fact,President
JOhnsonpraised the Republican
Party for their overwhelming
support of the bill, and the
NAACP gave Senator Dirkson
(R-IL)
the
Leadership
Conference of Civil Rights
Award.
Let's take another count
here. It was northern republicans who wanted to count the
slaves in the census and give
them the right to vote, it was
republicans who freed the
slaves, and it was by overwhelming republican surrort
that the Civil Rights Act 0 1964
was
passed.
Democrats
opposed all of these measures
ana ideas, and now republicans
are labeled as racist.
The reason for this is simple.
Leftists control the educational
system and the media. Campus
leftists are always telling conservatives to use better research
and check their history. Perhaps
what they mean is to check the
history books after they re-write
them to better fit The
Communist Manifesto that they

Married life Imposslble to explain
to friends vvho rernafn single
By Brgd Olson
Daily
Pennsylvanian
Pennsylvania)

Julie Peterson - junior

(U.

PHILADELPHIA - Ever
since I've been married, my
friends invariably ask, "So,
how do you like being married?"
There is no answer to this
question, really. And there is
especially no answer I could
give in a sound bite, so I will
only say, "great," and hope
they don't need anything
more.
Sometimes, though, they
do, so I try to answer with my
eyes. My eyes should reveal
first that the intensity of my
happiness occasionally consumes me, so much so that I
am often left speechless and
overwhelmed, destitute of any
clarity.
And then, not wanting to
be misleading, I will say with
my eyes that there are some
other things too, that one
could never anticipate no matter how many witticisms I
might impart.
This-is all my eyes are capable of. And since some of my
friends aren't especially adept

"Sounds like a really
light sentence."

Mike Mclean - freshmen

"I think his status as a
football player definitely
luul something to do with
it. if that was anybody else
without not being in
school tlley would have
got/en a way more Ilarsh
sentence .:

Kati Callison -freshtriij~"~···

at understanding
anything
but words, I will fumble at
some explanations, because to
them, "great" is a slightly curt
and rude answer.
Instead of telling the happy
part, because they've already
read and seen enough of it in
movies and books and fairy
tales, !try to tell them the real
part, sometimes in generalizations and broad statements
and sometimes in anecdotes.
Sometimes, I tell people
that once you're married,
there is no more lying about
yourself. We do this often.
There are some things about
ourselves that we like to
believe are true but are not.
My wife was in the middle of
one of these lies and I started
laughing, and she realized
why and laughed a little too,
embarrassed. Once married,
there is no more lying. You
have to embrace yourself as
you really are.
I often have to apologize to
family and friends for not contacting them during the past
two months. Like I mentioned, you can forget everything. My parents are a little
used to neglect, but my

friends, I worry, are hurt or
angry.
So I try to explain that I
have no more longings for a
vibrant social life. All I can
think of every day, coming
home after reading in the
library or working downtown, is doing nothing with
my wife. All I ever want to do
is nothing. Finally, I have no
more loneliness.
Another thing I often share
is that it is hard, nearly impossible, to reveal yourself and all
your basest weaknesses to
someone else, and reciprocally, that it is also difficult to
know someone else's completeness, to understand and
embrace all their ugliness. We
hide ourselves because we are
afraid that the underneath is
vile and repulsive.
And, marriage has shown
me that it is. I am selfish, hurtful, manipulative, envious,
easily provoked, insidious
and brutally honest. Because
of my mother, I went into
marriage with a long list of
things I would never do - let
her wash the dishes or the
clothes, absently avoid listening to her ....

But there is still an infinity
of things I do wrong.
Marriage, sometimes, is only
being knocked on the head
with all your badness and
inadequacy. But, somehow,
amazingly, after your ugliness
rears its head, after the terrible
secret of your identity has
been whispered, there will be
a staid and beautiful person
there looking into your face,
unaffected.
I am a novice at husbanding, but most people say it
gets worse, or boring, and that .
makes me sad. I will not
resign myself to the profane
colloquialisms people disseminate about marriage. It is not •
bossing or being bossed:
around. It is not disappoint- :
ment with the physical 1
changes the years bring to :
your spouse. It .is not even :
about sex or its frequency or :
infrequency. These are shame- :
ful ways to talk.aJ:ldfeel about 1
something so holy/60sanct.
:
In the end, pernaps'''great'' :
wasn't such a lackluster:'
answer after all.
I
Really, it is the, only:
answer.
:
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Bush vvants to
-·'-take-~'1Norks·t,udy-~
off calnpus "

williams' take on

rate greed impressive

By Jane Elsner

Knight Ridder Newspapers
!he ,~ation's colleges and
universities, the Bush administration, and some U.S. senators
soon will have to answer a
question
worthy
of an
advanced seminar in philosophy:
How much can we expect of
a good thing?
Every year the federal government spends more than $1
billion on work-study programs for about 1 million college students. Since 1965, the
funds enable students to cover
ever-rising tuition bills, and in
a happy coincidence, provide a
steady stream of cheap labor in
cafeterias and libraries on
America's campuses.
Until last year, 5 percent of
each college's work-study jobs
had to be in that alternate universe off campus - where kids
need tutoring after school and
soup kitchens need an extra
cook and the elderly need
meals delivered to their homes.
Then, in a grand and hardfought
gesture,
Congress
raised the minimum to 7 percent for this year.
The protests that followed
were frequently from the
nation's top-rated (and, ahem,
wealthiest) schools, who said it
.was burdensome and unfair to
enforce such a mandate. Many
of those schools barely made
the grade as it was.
So when Sens. John McCain,
R-Ariz., and Evan Bayh, DInd., introduced a bill to raise
the floor to 25 percent, they
expected fierce resistance from
the higher education lobby.
They didn't expect that the
guy in the White House would
see their marker and double it.
But in fact, tucked inside
President Bush's sweeping and
ambitious call for a renewed
commitment to national service is the requirement that
every college and university
devote 50 percent of its federal
work- study funds to the community.
"Going from 5 to 7 percent
was a blood-letting," Bayh said
in a recent interview. "We
thought 25 percent was a bold
commitment.. Fifty percent
could be a war."
The administration's proposal is woefully spare of details.
No explanation of when
schools will have to reach the
50 percent mark, nor what the
penalties will be if they don't.
There's vague talk of incen-

tives, but no mention of monitoring such an audacious
increase.
Nonetheless, you've got to
give these folks credit. A few
years ago, George W. Bush's
Republican party loathed the
idea that Washington should
push and fund community service. Now the President is
jumping atop the wheels of
government and grabbing the
lever himself.
"We wanted to set the bar
high," says Leslie Lenkowsky,
the new CEO of the
Corporation for National and
Community Service. "We're
challenging them to take this
very seriously."
they should. While on average, 14 percent of federal
work-study funds go to community service, many of the
most prestigious schools are at
the bottom of the class. And
while plenty of volunteer work
happens on !=ampuses,college
students in general offer less of
their time to community causes than the average adult.
Worse, they arrive on campus with a dismayingly poor
history of service. A poll of this
year's freshmen at four-year
colleges· conducted .by the
University of California at Los
Angeles found that more than
half said they spent less than
an hour a week doing volunteer work during their final
year in high school.
How do you think that compares to time spent in front of
the television?
Lenkowsky's argument, and
it's a good one, is that the
habits of citizenship start
young. By the age of maturity,
the moment a student is
launched into adult life, good
habits must be ingrained for a
lifetime.
Still, it is fair to ask: How
much can we expect of a good
thing? Do nonprofit organizations have the capacity to
absorb 300,000 more volunteers and give them productive
work? Is it right to require this
only of those students unable
to afford college on their own?
These issues ought to be
debated when the President's
proposal goes to Capitol Hill
within
the next month.
Meantime, college campuses
should be adjusting to a new
reality: There are strings
attached to that public money,
and the community is pulling
them.
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Just when I thought. you
3) Pat Dorman taught you may have a cogent argument
1) On questions of budget
The .story Nate Williams
you shift to your usual sensewrote about Politicians and administrators always frame never lie to the public or to less political dogma ("Placing
the
legislators
but
you
don't
the
'debate
to
influence
the
Corporations
being bed
outcome in their favor. If you volunteer details either. Keep sin tax on fast food won't premates was superb.
vent obesity,"
by Jerel
What is it that we need to short on money you don't them in the dark as much as Thomas). I just love how you
possible.
Too
much
knowlframe
the
debate
by
saying
do to change the system, so
automatically
. aSSOCIate
this never happens again. that ffyou don't get the edge is a dangerous thing.
ridiculousness with the "left
Dr
Ruch
and
his
band
of
money
you
will
be
forced
to
Enron officials seem to have
of center."
no problem sleep at night or a layoff administrators. The jolly college administrators
The political spectrum is
conscience. I guess more legislators will probably' say play also by the same rules. relative to where and who
money then you can spend in OK. You say you Will be They are playing a shell game you are. The relative "center"
this lifetime will free you forced to cut teaCher salaries. in which the students, the or right in which you profess
from those guilty feelings. I The public supports paying State Board of Education and to reside smacks of borderknow we lost a lot with GE the teachers. You say that if the legislature are being line lunacy. No wonder the
and Lockheed Martin in our you don't get money you will played like a bunch of suck- left appears so illogical. to
employees savin&splan. I am be forced to cut heating to ers.Instructional salaries are you. From your perspective
just hoping that It stay's sta- classrooms. All parents don't
like to see their Children suf- 55 percent of the budget pie anything intelligible would
ble for another year.
seem ridiculous.
at Boise State.
fer.
I will continue to watch for
This is why you've failed
Administrative
salaries
Administrators
always
your excellent articles. Keep
to maintain any academic
are
45
percent
of
the
pie.
How
work
to
cover
their
asses.
Pat
up the good work. The media
credibility. Aside from your
seems to be the only one to Dorman used to write on the is it that administrative
or positions are never poor gra~mar, yo~ nev~r
slap there hands when they blackboard "CY A" in large salaries
letters. The first thing an put on the line when there are seem to wnte a sobenng artiget caught.
administrator
does is cover money shortfalls? Why is it cle. Instead you tend to
Thank you ..
his ass orCY A. This is how that instructors and students re~rgitate obscure statistics,
you play legislators and the always being asked to sacri- misinformation, and empty
Debra Thomas
"facts." I can't help but ask
public like pawns on a chess- fice?
Dr Ruch, the last time I myself: "What can
Administrators are cre- board.
Jerel possibly have going
saw him, looked well fed to
ative spin doctors
2) Legislators don't have me. I didn't see needy collei?e for him?'
Dr Ruch and his band of time to or expertise to go into administrators standing In
Justin Hurst
line at the soul' kitchen.
Boise State administrators are budgetary details.
lt is something to think
You always inflate your
pushing for an increase in

Bush unfairly attacks single
By ,Shlrln .Vossough,1
Dmly Bruin (U. California-Los
Angeles)
LOS ANGELES - From the
people that brought you family
values, "Just Say No," and my
favorite
oxymoron,
Compassionate Conservatism,
comes the latest panacea for
poverty - marriage. lf you're a
single mom struggling to get off
welfare, forget education or job
training. Just get hitched.
To get more people off welfare, President Bush is pushing
for more stringent work requirements and $300 million in federal and state money to promote
marriage.
'
Bush's national marriage
proposal is a slap in the face to
the single moms that constitute
95 percent of welfare recir.ients
(L.A.Times, March 4).While the
president champions hard work
and solid families,his approach
is both sexist and deeply misguided.
In an effort to play matchmaker for thejoor, premarital
counseling an programs that
discourage sex out of wedlock
would get a fat check.
Meanwhile, kids on welfare get
nothing but less time with their
moms. The push for more marriages stems from three false

assumptions,
Myth No.1: Single parenthood causes poverty.
In fact, it is _often the other
way around. Poverty is a complex circumstance brought on
by many factors. To blame single parenthood for poverty is
essentially to blame poor single
mothers. While funding for education and job training could
help women escape poverty on
their own, Bush chooses to
blame women and deny longterm support in favor of simply
marrying them off.
Myth No.2: Two parents are
always better than one.
While two-parent households can share paychecks and
responsibilities,
marriage
should not be the main crux of
anti-poverty policy.Homes with
a mom and a dad arc not shielded from economic risks, as more
than one-third of the United
States' impoverished children
live with both parents (Ascribe
Newswire).
Secondly, one TI1(JStconsider
the quality of married life. A
majority of women receiving
public assistance have been victims of domestic abuse (USA
Today, Feb. 27).
As Kim Gandy of the
National Organization
for
Women argues, many women

are on welfare preciselybecause
their husbands _or boyfriends
were irresponsible.
While Bush argues that children raised by married couples
fare better, he ignores the reality
of many deadbeat or abusive
dads. Women and children
must have support in violent situations instead of taking the
blame.
Myth No.3: Getting a job is
enough to escape poverty.
While 1996's reforms sueceeded in decreasing the number of people on welfare, many
did not make it aout of poverty.
As the Seattle Times reports, a
large chunk of those who do
have jobs are stuck in low-wage
work, with 43 percent saying
that they often cut back on meals
(SeattleTimes, March 2).
Believing that an end to
poverty is as simple as more
work, the Bush strategy calls for
an increase in work hours from
30 to 40. Yet,without significant
federal commitment to childcare
subsidies, where will these
moms leave their mostly
preschool-aged kids? Bush
plans to cut rather than support
federal childcare spending.
With such false premises and
a tight budget that would seem
to preclude social experimenting, why would Bush make the

DlODlS

proposal?
Politics."Ihey had to do it to
play their socially conservative
base," says R Kent Weaver of
the BrookingsInstitute. So while
Bush attacks single, working
mothers, he ~ets to demonstrate
his politicalties to the familyvalues crew, many of whom probably never had to worry about a
pesky thing like poverty.
But instead of investing in
conservative votes, Bush could
invest in education, childcare
and job training. Accessto higher education would help women
help themselves instead of foreing them to snatch a husband for
support. The $300 million would
also be better spent subsidizing
childcare. Better childcare
would ease household tensions
and fosterhealthy marriages in a
less intrusive, more practical
way. Finally,job training should
be increasingly supported and
must include retention programs rather than force mothers
to up their hours without any
assistance.
TI1eability to stay home and
raise one's children ISone of the
many privileges often limited to
the wealthy. Let's not add the
ability to marry out oflove to the
list.

Mentally disabled deserve same fate
By Whitney Kobrin
Mustang
Daily (California
Poly State U.)
SAN LUIS OBISPO, Calif.
- As courts consider a national ban on sentencing mental~ea~~a:~~~l~;~~iric~~' ttoh~~;
but question why the idea
even arose.
Is it not discrimination to
treat the mentally handicapped any differently than
the average person? To make
distinctions
between
the
treatment of the average person and a mentally handicapped individual would fall
under the term discrimination. Why then is it acceptable to treat that portion of
society differently when it is

in their favor?
Punishment is only likely
to be effective when it makes
examples of criminals for the
rest of society to see and
learn from. Ideally, the rest
of society will fear the punishmentcriminals--receive-and therefore be discouraged
from committing
crimes.
This goal will be unattainable if we continue to make
exceptions to the rules, even
if those exceptions are for a
small fraction of society.
Most of us are familiar
with the phrase, "you do the
crime, you do the time." Any
crime that is severe enough
to result in the death penalty
should
not be secondguessed by the mental capacity of the criminal. A mur-

derer is a murderer regardless of how intelligent or
mentally disabled he or she
is.
It is quite clear to me that
anyone who would commit a
crime terrible enough to have
deserved Ih!' death penalty is
likely to have mental problems, whether they deal with
intellect or with sanity. In
any case, the crime and the
crime's ensuing punishment
should be the issue, rather
than the mental state of the
criminal.
The death penalty is most
likely to be used in cases
when the criminal is unlikely
to be rehabilitated. If we do
not think that a person with a
normal intellect is capable of
being rehabilitated,
it is

According to an article by
highly unlikely that someone
Associated
Press
writer
with a decreased mental
capacity would be able to Robert Tanner, 10 percent of
successfully complete a rcha- inmates sought to get off
bilitation
procedure
after death row due to mental
committing a crime of the handicaps in states where the
option became available last
same caliber.
--·-Even-if-amen tall y-d is- - year. Tanner said some who
abled criminal were able to support a national ban of
be rehabilitated, would the executions for mentally disabled criminals suggested
prison setting be a suitable
the number of these disabled
and productive environment
criminals were likely to be 20
for a person with mental
handicaps? It is likely that percent.
"With 2,455 inmates on
these disabled individuals
would demand special care death row in the 20 states
that prison employees may that allow executions of the
mentally
disabled,
that
not be capable of providing.
Would this create a need for would mean 245 potential
challenges
if 10 percent
specially
trained
prison
employees, and if so, where sought reprieves, or 490 if 20
would the funding for such
special training come from?

Fitness
Program
FREE FITNESS
WALKING CLINIC
Learn the basics of Fitness Walking
In an introductory
session
on
March 13. Bring your sneakers and
leave with a new walking buddy.
Please wear comfortable clothing and
bring water.

You will learn:
• Proper body positioning
• Appropriate
speed and
intensity levels
• Tips on Footwear
• Ho~ to get more out of
your current walking pace

percent did," Tanner wrote.
Based on these numbers,
would it be worth taxpayer's
money to deal with that volume of appeals? Frankly, I
think we do our share by
contributing our tax money,
paying fcrfheccurtIees
that
landed all of those criminals
on death row, and not contributing to the problem by
becoming members of society who force other citizens
to pay court costs.
Banning the execution of
mentally disabled inmates
would create more obstacles
in the judicial system and
would be counterproductive
to achieving
the greater
good.
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Idaho Steelheads lose at student night
By Phil Dalley

The Arbiter
Once again it was student
night at the Bank of America
Centre
sponsored
by the
Arbiter. All Boise State students were able to purchase a
$10 ticket, which included a
small beverage. Also for the
first 2,500 fans that entered
the B of A were given official
NHL hockey pucks.
Unlike the first two student
nights,
last
Wednesday'S
outcome
was
much different.
In front of
4,737 fans, the Steelheads
welcomed
the San Diego
Gulls, who are not only a bitter rival but also the defending Taylor Cup Champs.
The Gulls came to Boise
ready to skate scoring five
unanswered
goals and beating the Steelheads 7-4. After
going three months without a
loss at home,
the Idaho
Stcclhcads have dropped two
out of the last three played
on home ice.
With
goals
from Matt_
Oates, Kevin Smyth and Petr
Suchanek,
who' scored his
first goal of till' year. the
Steelheads led the Gulls 4-2
with less than a minute left in
the second period.
When the Stcclhcads lead
after two periods it's usually
lights out for their opponent.
Previously
the Stcclheads

were undefeated
at home
when leading after two periods. Not only did the Gulls
end the streak; they did it in
dominating fashion.
West
Coast
Hockey
League MVP candidate Mark
Woolf added
his seventh
career hat trick to lead the
Gulls in the victory.
Petr
Marek, who had a hat trick of
his own, also led San Diego.
Marek's final goal came as an
empty
netter
to end the
offensive
assault
on the
Steelheads. The victory gave
goalie
Trevor
Koenig
his
league leading 33rd win.
While leading the southern division with 79 points,
the Gulls are only five points
behind the Steelheads for the
overall lead in WCHL. With
the win the Gulls move to
within
five points
of the
Stcclhcads.
The Steel heads are currently in the middle of a five
game road trip through the
Golden
State.
After
two
games
this past weekend
against
the
Bakersfield
Condors, the Stcclheads will
travel
to San Diego
on
Wednesday
and then finish
up the road trip this weekend
against the Fresno Falcons.
- . The Steelheads
will be
back at the B of A for yet
another
student
night
on
Wednesday March 20.

PholobyTedHannon,TheArbller.

A Steelheads

player takes to the air during the game against San Diego.

Here are keys to NCAA
Tou.rnaillent success
By Pete DiPrimio

K/light Ridder

M:WS!Jt1!hTS

Hello class and welcome to
How To Win Big In The NCAA
Toumamcnt.
In today's lesson, we're going
to show how teams thrive under
March Madness pressure.
Talent, of course, is crucial.
Without good players, you have
no chance.
Duke h.is dominated the col'kge baskctb.ill scene the last Hl
seasons with wan's of )\jBA-calibcr talent, Last y,!ar the Blue
Demons won the national title
with Shane Battier (last year's
sixth overall pick) ,1I1d 'Jason
Williams (the likely No. 1 pick
this vear).
II; 2000, Michig,lIl Stilte won
with a lineup that Ieaturcd future
pros
Mati-en
Cleaves
(Sacramento)
and
Morris
Pell'rson.
\n 1999, Connecticut earned
the championship
with NBA
picks
Richard
Hamilton
(W,lshington) and Khalid ElAmin (Chicago).
Kentucky's 19')S title was
fueled by' NazI' Mohammed
(AtI,lIllaj' and Scott l'adgl'lt
(Utah).
And then there were the talent-rich Final Four teams that
didn't win national titles, such ,1S
Arizona last year (Iason Gardner,
Gilbert Arenas and Richard
Jefferson), North Carolina in
2000 (joseph Forte and Jason
Capel) and Duke in 1999 (Battier
and Elton Brand).
And
who
can
forget
Michigan's Fab Five team of

1992,which reached the championship game with five freshman
starters, three of whom-Ialen
Rose, Chris Webber and [uwan
Howard-have
become NBA
stars.
"Michigan won with a bunch
of freshmen, but that's the exception," Minnesota coach Dan
Monson said.
Still, is a lineup of future NBA
players crucial to postseason success?
It depends on whom you talk
to.
"You don't have to have
NBA-caliber guys to get to the
FilMIFour, but you do to win it,"
Indiana coach Mike Davis said.
"You have to have at least one. I
haven't known a team to win it
without an NBA-caliber guy."
Michigan Stale coach Tom
fuo has made three straight
Final Fours with a roster loaded
with future NBA players. But he
says that's not enough.
"Sure, talent is a key," Izzo
said, "but you need other intangibb."
Perhaps the No. 1 intangible,
Purdue CO<1ch
Gene Keady said,
is having players with desire.
"It has a lot to do with your
kids' ambition to get to the Final
Four," he said. "If you don't have
players who want to get to the
Final Four more than the coaches, you have a problem."
Added Davis: "You need
guys who don't want the season
to end. What sometimes happens is you have guys who are
happy to make the NCAA and
then start looking forward to the
summer.
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"You need guys who give it
everything they have, and sometimes even that is not enough."
Keady,
who has never
coached a Final Four team,
knows all about that. Still, he's
had two squads make the Elite
Eight, dose enough for him to,
like Moses, see the Promised
Land even if it meant never makingit.
"In the NCAA, you're one
and done, so you really have to
focus and be cut in and respect
everyone," he said,
"If you have that, if you have
tough kids and they're all on the
same page, you don't have to
have NBA talent to go a long
way, but those kinds of teams are
rare."
Perhaps the best example is
the Wisconsin Final Four squad
of 2000. The Badgers had no
NBA-caliber players, but won
with mental toughness, discipline and brutal defense.
"Wisconsin
was a very
mature team that year," Ohio
State coach Jim O'Brien said.
"They had a bunch of upperclassmen who had been through
a lot together."
Michigan State had four
cracks at that maturity. Although
the Spartans won all four, none
were easy.
"I think we beat them by a
total of 10 points," lzzo said.
That leads to another factor
Izzo said is crucial-matchups.
Some teams don't match up well
with others. That was certainly
true of Wisconsin in 2000, which
beat such far more talented
teams as top-seeded Arizona and
Louisiana State.
"Who you play makes a big
difference,"
Izzo said. "In
Wisconsin's case, they played a
couple of tearns early that were
talented, but maybe not used to
playing a team as tough as they
were. That showed that a team
that is not as athletic can still
win."
And then there's the old-fashioned concept of having fun' and
enjoying all the preparation
(practice, conditioning,
team
meetings, the occasional in-yourface coaching tirade).
''"The bottom line is, do you
believe in what's going on?"
Wisconsin coach Bo Ryan said.
"Are you having fun playing
with your teammates? Do you
look forward to practice and the
next game? Is this something
you're getting something from?
"At times, the answers aren't
always yes. But when they are,
~ucand~somahing~a1~
Added Keady: "ChernistIy is
more important than NBA-caliber players."
Ohio State's 1999 Final Four
team was another example of
chemistIy over talent While the
Buckeyes did have future NBA
players Michael Redd and
Scoonie Penn, they also, had
Jason
Singleton _and
Jon
Sanderson, who weren't NBA-

caliber.

.

Men's WACbasketball
tournament ends
By Phil

Dalley

The Arbiter
The Western Athletic Conference
men's
basketball
tournament
came to a close on
Saturday night with the same result as last
year. While Tulsa and Hawaii tied for the
regular season championship
it was only a
matter of time until they battled it out in
the finals for the right to go to the NCAA
tournament.
The WAC kicked
off its men's
hoops tournament
last Tuesday and for the
most part it played out like it was supposed to. The biggest upset of the tournament came last Thursday
when No.5 seed
Nevada
beat the No. 4 seed Southern
Methodist by six points.
Both the Tulsa Golden Hurricane
and the Hawaii Rainbow Warriors made it
to the conference final with relative ease.
Tulsa
knocked
off Boise
State
on
Thursday
and then beat Fresno State by 16
on Friday.
Hawaii came into the tournament
as the
defending
champs and had even an easier
road to the final. Hawaii beat up on San
Jose State on Thursday
and then spanked
Nevada by 22 points on Friday.
Going in to the final conference game of
the year it was assumed
that both Hawaii
and Tulsa were going to advance
to the
"Big Dance".
Hawaii wanted no part of
sweating it out in selection Sunday.
In front of a home crowd of 8,335 at
the Donald W. Reynolds Center the Golden
Hurricane
came out storming
and took a
25-16 lead halfway through the first half.
The 'Bows didn't stand by and watch and

went on a 13-4 run to close the first half
with a 29-29 tie.
Hawaii started the second half just
like it ended the first, on fire. The 'Bows
took a 37-29 lead it would never relinquish.
Tulsa would get the score as close
as 56-53 with less than five minutes to go
but Hawaii
was just too much beating
Tulsa 73-59.
The loss was Tulsa's third this year
to Hawaii. The Golden Hurricane
shot a
season-low
34 percent from the field.
Led
by tournament
MVP
Predrag
Savovic
the 'Bows
won
their
second
straight
WAC tournament.
The 6-foot-6
senior scored 28 points and pulIed down 6
rebounds
in the victory.
In three tournament games Savovic scored 74 points.
Hawaii was also led by Carl English
who added 11 points and 10 rebounds and
Phil Martin who scored 13 points while
grabbing nine rebounds.
Jason Parker
and Antonio
Reed both
scored 18 points in the loss for Tulsa.
With the win Hawaii
improved
its
record to 27-5 and is the first team in ten
years to repeat as WAC tournament
champions.
With a record of 26-6 the Golden
Hurricane
could expect an at-large bid to
the NCAA tournament.
Boise State ended its first year in
the WAC in seventh place with an overalI
record of 13-17. On Friday BSU removed
Rod Jensen as its head coach. Jensen went
109-93 as head coach at Boise State.

NCAAtournament
is too much hype
By GrP,Q Cote

Knight Ridder Newspapers
MIAMI - Sunday is Selection Sunday.
Everything
about the NCAA Tournament
is
in Capital Letters, from the Sweet Sixteen to
Elite Eight to Final Four. From the Official
Brackets and Office Pools to Dick Vitale's
LOUD AND GRATING HYPERVENTILAT1NG!
Don't get me wrong here. I'm not anticollege basketball,
despite the Bob Knights
and Nolan Richardsons.
It's fine.
I'd love to see the University
of Miami
make a Serious Run at the Final Four.
I'd love it if my own alma mater; Florida
Atlantic,
at least
maybe
reached
the
Thaumaturgic
Thirty-Two.
But let's be real. The NCAA Tournament
is
the
most
Bloated,
Over-hyped,
Overextended
Event in All of Sports.
Way too many teams are allowed in. (The
last time anything was less choosy th'an the
NCAA, The Herald hired Le Batard.) About
twice as many teams are let in as should be
for the obvious
purpose
of Generating
Revenue
and giving more barely known
mini-schools
(such as Gonzaga) tile opportunity to pull a Shocking Upset or two and
be the Annual Charming Cinderella.
It actually has been a. rather successful
strz.tegy for the NCAA and TV: Invite so
many schools that 80 percent of everybody
in tfiecountry
is an alum of a team in the

field.
I don't want to say it has reached a point
of ridiculousness,
but William & Mary will
be in the Tournament
this year.
I don't mean the school. I mean Bill and
Mary, my neighbors.
March Madness
addicts
act as if The
Tournament
owns the market on excitement
and drama in sports. Remember UM's first
national
football
championship?
Or the
Panthers'
rubber
rats-strewn
run to the
Stanley Cup? Or John Elway's first Super
Bowl win? How about the Diamondbacks
winning a terrific World Series on the final
at-bat?
To March Maniacs, none of these things
were as exciting as an upset win by a Barely
Above
.500 Team from the Mid-Lower
Peninsula Athletic Conference.
Serious Gamblers
or others who have
filled out Official Brackets for Office Pools
find intense fascination even in unattractive
first-round
matchups
(Butler
vs.
Neverhur.da
U.) they'd otherwise not watch
on a dare.
The rest of us nap through
the two or
three weeks of prelims and Set the Alarm
for the Elite Eight, when it finally begins to
Get Interesting.
__
And let me tell you something.
It isn't
easy taking a nap with Dick Vitale Yelling
in Your Ear BAY-BEEE!
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The Arbiter • Page 7:
LEADERSHIP

QUEST'
The Student Union and Activities Office would like to congratulate the following individuals
for completion of the 2002 Leadership Ouest program:
Malissa Adams
Isabel Aguilar
Angela Aldrich
Jacob Aldridge
Azha Anderson
Michael Arrington
James Ball
Rick Beal
Dana Beckwith
Andrew Benson
Adam Beumeler
Nichole Billetz
Jeremy Branstad
Bonnar Bray
David Brown
Kayla Brown
JaRon Burlo
Sabrina Call
Kristina Carrier
Nancy ~astro
Mike Clifford
Ryan Colson
April Cooper
Monica Cortez
Jennifer Cox
Eddy Crego
Bradford Criswell
Michael Crump
Olivia Cunningham
Katie Dane
Christina Date'
Diane Davis
Michael Dickson
Dawn DiFuria
Trang Doan
Jason llemecq
Jessica Donald
Chelsea Doty
Unda Edson
Corrie Fairchild
Kara Fink
Kellie Foreman
Colleen Foster

Artlller flIe photo.

The Broncos host BYU tonight In the Pavilion at 7 p.rn, for their last home meet of the
year. Boise State will look to Improve on Its best score ofthe season when they scored
194.825 last Wednesday against Southern Utah.

Wantto win
free tickets?
Mahalia

Logan Freeman
Michael Gallegos
Jose Garcia
Tory Garcia
Rafael Garcilazo
Jessica Gearino
Mark Gerosin
Maricela Gonzales
Shannon Grange
Heather Gribble
Kimberly Gribble
Corie Grover
Danny Hammock
Amanda Hardy
Sam Harmer
Scott Harris
Millie Harrop
Josh Hartman
Sarah Heavin
Trish Hendricks
Nancy Henke
Jeff Hershey.
K.C. Hochmuht
Olivia Hodges
Kate Hoffman
Jan Hoover
Carson Howell
Rolando Ibarra
Trevor Irish
Ali Ishaq
Milene Petrova Ivanova
Robert Jackson
Nancy Jacobsen
Usa Jacobson
LaDonna Jeffs
Jeni Jenkins
Adam Johnson
Jason Kauffmann .
Kadie Keshian
Russell Kite
Brian Klemme
Jessica Lantz
Maria Lara

Carly Schneider
Amy Schultz
Melissa Schurger
Joseph Scofield
Matt Seek
Stephanie Shennan
. Sarah Sherrill
Eric Smith
Anna Sparrell
Amy Stack
Angela Stewart
Mike Stone
Chelsea Stringer
Amanda Swan
Cassandra Swanson
Rich Taylor
Antonio Teruel
Amy Thomas
Judy Torres
Joseph Tucker
Eric Turner
Andrew Vanderlinden
Ryan Vanderlinden
Johann Vargas
Jody Victoria
Fanny Vidales
Manuel Villegas
Cindy Vos
Donna Wade
Martha Wadley
Mike Wallace
JoAnn Wandell
Mariah Ward
Marlene Waters
~am Wharton
Mati Wilcox
Kristin Wilkins
Jennifer Willey
Melanie Wilmar
Brent Wilson
Amy Wimer
Landon Winter
Debby Woodall
John Yam

Damie Water
Tammy Leitz
Mandy leonard
Stephanie Lounsbury
Nicole Lyle
Rhonda Magill
Ruth Massie
Jeremy Mattern
Dierdra McClusky
Rich McCuskey
Eddy Mclane
Sandy Mendenhall
Wendy Mercer
Seth Merrit
Ricardo Milburn
Katie Mills
Meagan Minister
Danielle Morgan
Judy Morris
Kelly Morse
Jayme Newman-Loomer
Mati Nemanski
Joel Niederklein
Kim Niemiec
Christopher Noseworthy
Wesley Novak
Kel~ O'Kief
Mike Olivo
Brenda Ortiz
Curtis Osborne
Kat Osipova
Kari Pagenkopf
Tamera Perkins
Philip Peterson
Jared Pierce
Deb Ploss
Roberta Poppy
Daniel Privett
Nichole Purvis
Lacey Rammell-O'Brien
Karen Rau
Mary Margaret Rice
Mike Sanford

.
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Thanks, also, to our sponsors: Associated Students of Boise State University (ASBSU),
Student Programs Board (SPB), Boise State Foundation, Office of the Vice President
for Student Affairs, Student Housing, Boise State Bookstore, Academic Support, Alumni
Association, Fine Host and the Student Union and Activities.

Visit the Arbiter online at:

BOISE +SlA1E

www.arbiteronline.com
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SnoCore mlxesltup at Big Easy

By Andy

Benson

The Arbiter

Ii

: The SnoCore Icicle'Ball brought an eclectic
mix of jam/ electronica,
alternative
Latin
rock and funky jazz to The Big Easy last
Tuesday night. The lineup included Sound
Sector Sector Nine, Ozomatli,
and' Karl
Denson's
Tiny
Universe,
Rap 'group
Blackalicious
dropped from the bill due to
medical reasons.
: Many ticket holders, when hearing that
Blackalicious
wouldn't
be performing,
attempted
to unload their tickets to anyone
who would take them. That may have been
shortsighted
because the remaining
three
acts were definitely worth the price of adrnission.
.. Sound Tribe Sector Nine started the show
with a blend of conventional
instruments
playing jam-band
music overlaid by a OJ
:spinning backbeats.
The crowd was slow to take to the dance
floor at first, but they soon merged into a
blend of hippie and rave culture dancing.
There were no vocals but the band seamlessly flowed from one theme to another,
:providing an ambient soundscape that lasted
until the end of their set.
The band originated
in Atlanta, Ga. in
:1996, but relocated
to San Francisco
and
'Santa Cruz in 2000. They got their start tour:ing extensively in the Southwest and began
:to receive extensive airplay by an Atlanta :based OJ.
The band later signed
with
Landslide
Records and has released three
:CDs.
~. After STS9's set, Ozomatli
took to the
:~tage in an explosion
of Latin horn and
:drums.
Ozomatli quickly established
why
:they won this year's Grammy for best Latin
;rock/ alternative album.

The band quickly brought the crowd to its
feet and wouldn't
let go. Their music consisted of a fusion between Latin rock, salsa
and rap, and the lyrics alternated
between
Spanish and English.
Though
Karl Denson's
Tiny Universe
headlined
the night, Ozomatli clearly stole
the show.
~
The band is politically active and doesn't
shy away from publicly supporting
social
change during their shows.
At one point
during the set, lead singer Asdrubal
Sierra
called for the end of the war in Afghanistan
to loud cheers from the crowd.
Apparently
when the music is that good, support for military aggression drops by the way side.
Karl Denson's Tiny Universe took to the
stage next and changed the musical mood to
a more sophisticated
and jazzier
mood.
Denson has described himself as a jazz historian who works on developing
a jazz hybrid •
with soul and funk influences.
The music was sophisticated
and tight,
with numerous
sax solos by Denson.
After
the high energy of Ozomatli, Denson and his
band offered the crowd an opportunity
to
cool down and relax.
The tempo did pick up a few times, when
Denson pulled Ozomatli band members on
stage for a little salsa flavor. Overall, however, Denson and his band provided a more
cerebral experience for the audience.
The festival was described in the press kit
as "the original winter lifestyle tour that features live music concert performances
form
some of the most credible artists today."
While the term "original winter lifestyle
tour" may be subject to various interpretations, there's no doubt that all three bands
offered serious credibility.
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Pholo.er1esbyKeUvDay,

To p - Fans move to the multi-cultural grooves ofOzomatll.
Jordan, one part of Karl Denson's Tiny Universe. Below
Sector Nine live with that back-beat hippie sound.

nteArbiter.

Above - Brian
- Sound Tribe
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SPB has big plans
Get ready for Face ,Off IV
By Kara

Maskew

Special to The Arbiter
Boise State's
Student
Programs Board is planning
two big events this semester, Spring Fling on Apri] 20
and Face Off IV, a showcase
of local bands, on April a.
Plus, SPB's film board is finishing off their calendar
year with a showing of
Stanley
Kubrick's
"A
Clockwock
Orange"
this
Tuesday night and John
Hughes'
"The Breakfast
Club" on March 19. Both
films are free for students
and start at 7 p.m. in the
Special Events Center.
"SPB offers students a
cheap / free way to entertainment," SPB's films coordinator Rob Baker said.
The Student
Programs
Board is a student-operated
organization
whose main
purpose is to provide entertainment and motivate the
faculty and students
of
Boise State to get involved
in campus organizations.

SPB consists of seven different
committees,
which
include comedy, films,concerts, family activities, lectures, performing arts and
special events.
'
All seven SPB committees
have a common mission:
"Our goal is to provide
events that appeal to the
masses. We want to make
everyone happy and enjoy
the campus." Baker said.
Ben Davidson,
SPB's
assistant director, said the
organization
allows students to voice their opinions.
"Our program gives students the opportunity
to
challenge beliefs and meet
new people."
Students who are interested in becoming part of
SPB, or just want to get
involved in the events, contact the SPB hotline at 4262162, or go to the Student
Activities
desk
in the
Student Union Building for
more information.
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Grammy-nomlnated
Christian rock9rouP, third Day, played a benefit concert for Habitat for Humanity at the'Povlllonon
friday night. third Day Is also on the road promoting their fifth album "Come Together."

Asian-American Film Festturns 20
and Jim [arrnusch, With his ambitious debut, Wang defined the
themes and concerns of Asiancaused a stir at the inaugural edi- American cinema, as well 'as the
tion of the SFIAAF with his debut focus of the new festival.
feature "Chan is Missing." The low"Chan is Missing" (March 10, 3
budget film would not only kick p.m.) is one of seven feature films of
start an exciting new festival which the SFIAAF that Berkeley's Pacific
over the years has featured such tal- Film Archive will host this weekents as Ang Lee, M. Night end. The other six hail from
Shyamalan and Steven Okazaki, but Canada, China, Japan, and the
launch the career of a director who United States, each dealing with a
would go on to make "Smoke,"
different sector of the Asian"The Joy Luck Club" and "Center of American experience or capturing
the World."
the threat of exile that is common to
It's fitting that this year's festival so much of displaced Asian socishould revisit Wang's classic, a eties.
hilarious spin on the Charlie Chan
The
definition
of
Asianpictures contorting the gumshoe
American cinema has been scrutiflick into a scathingly witty investi- nized in the past 20 years. Does it
gation of cross-cultural dimensions
have to be made by an Asian? By an
among the Chinese Diaspora in San American? Does it have to deal with
Francisco's Chinatown.
the Asian-American themes set
Part noir mystery, part theologi- forth by "Chan is Missing" and
cal rant, "Chan is Missing" is other seminal films? Can we call
arguably the first real Asian- Wang's "Anywhere but Here," starAmerican film, made for a mere ring Natalie Portman and Susan
$22,000, paving the way for other Sarandon, an Asian-American film?
ethnic indie auteurs like Spike Lee
The six new films at the PFA

A San Francisco fradition
By Brlgn

Hu

Daily Californian
Berkeley)
U-Wire

(U. Califom ia-

MTV Films, which released such
blockbusters
as "Crossroads,"
"Varsity Blues," and the critical sensation
"Election,"
announced
recently that their newest acquisition is Justin Lin's independent film
"Better Luck Tomorrow," which
opens the 20th annual San Francisco
International Asian-American Film
Festival on Thursday.
Lin's controversial new film,
which has no big stars among its
largely Asian-American cast, is suddenly catapulted into the same
- superstar arena as Britney Spears,
James Van Der Beek and Reese
Witherspoon.
For young Asian-American cinema, this is a major breakthrough.
Flashback to 1982 - a fledgling
director
named Wayne Wang

-~--''''.
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challenge these questions. Emily
Tang's "Conjugation" (Friday at'
9:30 p.m.) is set entirely in China,
with few references to America or
immigration, yet i't captures the
alienation and cultural disorientation of the Asian-American film so
vividly.
Since the '70s, the documentary
has been one of the favorite forms
for Asian-American filmmakers and
the genre includes four of the films
screened at the PFA. Gail Dolgin
and Vicente Franco's Sundancewinning "Daughter of Danang"
(March 13, 7:30 p.m.) documents a
Vietnamese refugee adopted by a
Tennessee family. Linda Ohama's
Genie-nominated (Canada's equivalent of the Oscar) "Obachan's
Garden" (Friday, 7 p.m.) is a moving investigation of the mysterious
long-lost daughters of the filmmaker's own 100-year old grandmother.
There's also "Daughters of the
Cloth" (March 9,7 p.m.) by KoreanAmerican documentarian SeungHyun Yeo, and "Japanese Devils"
(March 10, 5:30 p.m.) which inter-

c',;'

~,~:/;
" -.~,\'~'J

views Japanese WWII vet~rotils
about the atrocities they cOrnmJ~d
during the war. Also of interest is
the Korean-American tragedy "edreams" (March 9, 9:20 p.m.) about
trampled dreams, crushed revolutions and other incarnations of dotcom .hystcria.
With the exception of the \yang
film, each screening at the PFA will
feature a discussion with thedirectors. Though it's far too early to see
if MTV's influence can transfer into
box-office gold (remember MTV
Films' "Joe's Apartment"?), any
exposure is better than no exposure,
and in this fickle and profit-oriented industry, Lin's film and the SFIAAF have a rare opportunity to
bring the cutting-edge to th~ mainstream.,
The San Francisco International
Asian-American Film Festival plays
through March 17 at locations
throughout the Bay Area. For more
Festival
information,
visit
www.naatanet.org/festival.
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IN A. PERFECT WORLD
THE PRO:rECT WOULD
TAKE EIGHT t'\ONTHS.
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SCHEDULE
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I'\ONTllS
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LYING

WEASEL
FACTOR.

1.5 X B
=12

iL--.L:tLlJ~:::::::::.J
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A.ND THEN I APPLIED
AN loW.F. OF 63.

-BUT BASED ON PAST
PROJECTS IN THIS
COt'\PANY, I APPLIED
A 1.5 INCOt'\PETENCE
t'\ULTIPLIER.

L-....i-J.----,;...l,.,--I

I .I'LL 00 IT
i WORK AND

BEFORE
OF COURSE
e I'LL CLEAN UP ANY
BLOOD.

{

i

I

e

~

SO FAR I't'\ THE ONLY
t'\Et'\BER OF t'\Y
RELIGION BUT I HAVE
At'\BITIOUS PLANS
FOR BRAIN) lU'\SHING.

Get free help with
your writing at the
BSU Writing
Center LA-200,
426-1298
Ski Colorado
Timeshare: In
Silvercreek 3/2330 excellent
accommodations
2KG/I QN $500
Details Page 816864-7799 or gordon.clark@tmcme
d.org
Lawstudent look- .
ing to caretake,
housesit, or sublet
in Boise area this
summer; good references. 208-8830626 or cbeebe@hotmail

t'\EET YOUR NEW
CUBICLE NEIGHBOR.
HIS NAt'\E IS
t'\EDICAL f'\EL.

t'\EL WILL BE t'\AKING .
LOUD PERSONAL
PHONE CALLS ALL
DAY.

Big $$, No Risk.
Pay it forward =
$$$ 24 hr message
888-4835

)

Sale

MATTRESSQueen Orthopedic
Set, Brand new in
pkg Value $550,
Sacrifice $133.
866-7476
HE'!. I AM
TO
STOCKPILE
A BEVERAGE
RESERVE
...BUT M'I
BREAST-PUMP
IS MAL·
FUNCTIONING.

Adobe Illustrator
Version 7.0 for
Macs
$15 Call The
Arbiter @ 3458204
Norton Antivirus
Version 5.0 for
Macs
$5 Call The
Arbiter@
345-8204
Adobe Acrobat
Version 3.0 for
Macs $5.00 Call
The Arbiter @
345-8204
STUDENTSI
REMINDERI
ASBSU (.26-1440) pro1fldel
FREE ATTORNEY
CONSULTAnONS
with III local private lawyor for
most logal probloms you may
have.
Including:

~--er-

TRYING

BED-Queen
Pillowtop Mattress
Set. New-still in
plastic, with warranty. Value $699,
Sell $176. Can
deliver 866-7476

Plymouth Acclaim
'91 $1800
371-0980

divorce/family
law
landlord problems
child custody and
child support
collection
and
debt problems
personal !nJury and
Insurance
workmen's
compensation
claIms
DUI/crlmlnal

TAKE

ADVANTAGEI
CallA.SeSU'or~appoInlmfitl
.-.nomey1: M"~1lIll1 LelJl",I!
.00J0hn Slhoot<!ef of Scl",,~
& Le.r-mIl:

l ... omc ..
floin.IO

UP,

Free Tanning! 2
Roomies wanted,
lease up on Apr
30. $197.50/mo +
1/4 util. Call
344-8558.

Health Conscious
Marketing/Sales:
health/wellness
comp. expanding.
Need motivated
individuals to
train, recruit, and
market.
Call 877-341-7568

~IP
~anted
STUDENTS:
Internet Users
Wanted!
$20/hour possible
surfing the internet. New! Easy,
instant online
signup at
http://dmx.giodesignz.com! Start
now!!

. IDEAL
EMPLOYMENT
...those who ha'lElexcellent verbal
skills and need a flexible
schedule ...
IMAGINE THIS:

'Evenin~ &Week!lld sNfts ro.w ~M.1

Bartenders needed.
Earn $150-250 per
night. No exp necessary. Call 866291-1884 ext 435
$250 a day potential/bartending.
Training provided.
1-800-293-3985
ext 223.
Summer Work in
Alaska!
Send name, return
address and $15 to
KLD Marketing
117 Farmview
Drive, Saint
Helens, OR 97051
for a directory to
contact Alaska
seafood processing
facilities for summer employment.

•T~DoI~r·our~avera~~41~our
,PaidTraining

~~ ~TIJRNtR&KLtm
FOR MORE INFORMATION

CALL (208) 376-4480

Classified Ad Rates
-4 lines, run in two
consecutive issues $5.
-Each additional line $1.
-Studcnts/Faculry, 4 lines
free, additional lines $ 1.
Discounts
10 issues - IO'Yc,
20 issues - 20%
30 issues - 30"1<,
Ali classified ads must he p.iid in
advance.

\'\'(." rCSCf\'C

rcclnssifyand

the right

ttl

ad.

Crossword
ACROSS
-Cola
5 Standard
9 Pulls from a jug
14 Asian lake
15 Living space
16 First name in
bad hoteliers
17 Roam about in
search of
pleasure
19 Quindlen and
Paquin
20 Corner pipe
21 In a mercenary
manner
23 Shuttle dock:
abbr.
24 Etc.'s cousin
26 Hamm or
Farrow
27 Hurtin'
28 Made a meal of
30 Reddish brown
dyes
32 Current
33 Grade schooler
34 Superlatively
Saharan
38 Insufficiency
40 Cloyingly sweet
41 Postpones
42 Trille (with)
43 Escorted
44 Method
46 Pivotal point
47 Air outlet
50 Long time
51 Puerto
52 Intense anger
53 Excitement
55 "Mr.
58 Mojave flora
60 Where hikers
take breathers
62 Invited
~3 Microscope
element
64 Sleeve cards
65 View twice
66 Knife blade
67 Greek peak

6

2

8

10

1~

12

13

1

c;p.~)1

I', ~t5"
1'1., ..

PAUL

WWW.MRBILLY.eOM
Or-A". !JIMT ABOUT "OUR ReMOTe CONTROL~

Lewis
THE5E pEANIJf5 DOROTHY
BouGHT HAvE A vERY
uNuwAL
TAITE. .. THE
TEXTURE 15 QUITE
INTRIGuING ...
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~
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....4t 0

A WINNING SMILE_

GENEROUS.

A SENSE OF
HUMOR.

SEXY.

A FULL HEAD

TALENTED.

OF HAIR.

HARD WORKING.

DEATH

BECOMES
HIM.

1

DOWN I
1 Actor Nicolas
2 Spoken
3 Canceled
4"_ My Sons"
5 Orange variety

14
17

20

32
3ll
41

52
58
62
65
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6 Algerian port

7 Changed atitle
8 Actress Marlee
9 Bowl over
10 Sebaceous cyst
11 Type of column
12 Grind, as one's
teeth
13 Pert
18 Terrible tsar?
22 Former
COWboys'coach
25 Most luxurious
27 Of the Far East
28 Animated Elmer
29 Edgeless sword
30 Smack
31 Exist
33 Yap or bazoo
35 Field of markets
36 Work hard
37 Mischievous
child
39 Weep
40 Cruise or
Selleck
42 Like a secure
professor

Solutions

t-:=-l~";"
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51 Poker action
45 Amble
53 Helper
46 Bunker or
54 Carried a tune
Russian
47 Episcopal cleric . 56 -Keats works
57 Arizona city
48 Delete
59 Driving gadget
49 Kisses and
61 _ Paulo, ~riizil
cuddles
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